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references for eighbothbo4'RaciaI Comp Sition"',

research will- investigate the existence

the tenden+ lee of races to voluntarily " segiegate" into paricular
.

areas of urban housing markets. Specifically,-the,maj r-questipns to

answered area 'Do whites (and blacks).have.an aversion rto the oPposite.

,race living in their.nei hb6rhood, ceteris Paribus? a-Fhite aversion

distaste for blacks perse as Individuale,to'racialmixture due ,to

dye to a fear of in10.15ient tipping".and resulting black Majoritieq in

the .area6and/o_ ro factors"counonly associated
.,

h mixed ateaS like

lower houaing qUality,cand status, and greitertUknover an

The bid -rent theory of housIng tharkets is-employ d. to 'develop'a

-mOdel'showing how housing price variations within a-group can provide--

unambiguous evidence of self- segregation teridenCieS.' The Model;is

ope aeionalized in a;uultple regreision specifiation wherein the

variations in a given racial group!s.housing prices become a function ._

of the dwelling's ateribUtes,and the attributes of he neighborhood,

,including staeus, stability. d densi as housing

submarket location racial composition. The size and statistical

nific e f'the coefficient of the_ last factor provides the-evidenbe

4

sou
)

The- regressions are estimated fusing, two micro - household data

bases grom,St. Louis and Woos er 0Fio, and results compared. In this

,manner differences dn behallior of h useholds An a large city,with a

rapidly expaniding central ghetto cart be compared to those in z s



h` a e able, smal a d widely dispersed black community.

dhowu ahew that St. Louis ,blacks .have an aversin bepon e
v .

h decrement (increments) in haU4ingaptly black and white neighborhoods,

. .prices of 91. 4% .(1,1-,1.'4%).' Per

Nhitel-'areas. St. 'Lour whites

I% .increase in percentage black in black

do not demonstrate aversio ncrea.sed-,

percentage's blacks until it exceeds 26 ereupon white p ice a /

3.

-I . .
446% per percenage increase in black until it reaches 50% .White

tho

ntinue to fall with `further increses in percentage black a

e decrements are progressively smaller.;- Wooste whites show

an aversion to living in neighborhoods having even a few percent

blacks, with decrem&its of 5.9-8.8% in price for dwellings in such areas

The findings support the hypotheses that blacks °p refer raAally balanced

integrated areas, whil-ilhites prefer air-White areaqkdne to 'their

prejudice and are,,especially averse-to integrate'd .neighborhoods where

a danger of racial transition is. `likely.
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IntroductIon and Goals.' o:

e,eitreMe degree bf racihl' residential

of the Affierican urban scene.

egregation had been a

While, th ficance

causes-have-been-wid41YAebated.

have been 'presented to explain racialat leas three dlltinct

The "else.Segregation. claims that, since Vdrio

,qualities ate spatiall segregated.and since blackslare disproo Jona ely

repreaentd lin, lower inctoce classes,',blackt -will be over resented
I I

711,

housing

(underrepresented) in lower (higher) quality hous' irkets. Empirical:

ests of this hypothesis by Taeuber (1969), Kain`(1969), and H rmalin and
. lir

Farley (1973) have all indicdted that intet4acial.differences in'economic

class can eplain-only a small proportion of the obserived ecological

patterns. The. "disc mination-theory posits th lacks are effectively

excluded from white neighborhoods by a combinatio such practices as

white refusal to sell'or rent to blacks, housing Vilce discrimin- ation,

tgage discrimination y,lenders, etc. A wide"steering" by realtOrs,

variety recent econometric studies, notabl

(1970 ),;, :King and Mieszkowski (1973), Straszheim

. I

have confimed the exidtenceiand severity of thi discriminatory component

and Q igley

nd Galster ((1977

6k segregation.. The "voluntary" theory Suggesrta that both,blacks and whites

prefer to live amid neighbors of the same race" ceteris paribus, and thus

"self - segregate" the_ elves:into racially homogeneous'neighbp oods

anfie]d (1968)). Little soPhIstic ted study has been given to this

..-final/thSory, and it is the .purPose
-

of this research to test this

"voluntary_segvgation" hypothesis ana,explore its stbleties.'_Clearly,
/ e

the widespread existence v self-segregation preferences woul4 nave grda
le

social significance, for even'if we were then able to erasq interracial



economic,dispa-
i

"freedom of Choice " -_,rst*11 Tally mixed neighborhoods

practicei,

and the iniegrated.ppblic

them

ervices, local Schftts "etc.

I

sociated with

Mere specifically, the research will attempt-to est th -vOluntexy

.9egregation hypbthes by answering the following que tons :
.,-0 .r . . -,

.

have en aversion to whites living it the
t.

:Wood cet paribus i as indicated by

ements in their rents and property values d

to racial dAng? .

:L19 whites Say-,

'neighborhood

decremen

L
'aversion to blacks living in their

ceteris parib, as

theirrents

to rac

indicated by

property values dug

_ addition, a closerinvestigdtioninto the nature of

segrega

queStions:.

,

pref hich ___aybeTound will' attempt o shAwer the

3. Is a whi

ft-

aversion to acial mixture 'due piin

tippin and resiting,biadk

in the neighborhood, idt to A

_

c a feat of incipie

-majority group state

distaste for blacks s individuaI,

. Is a white aversion

se, r to factors. co

racial &ixture due to raceTe

only associated with racially

mixed'nei hborhoods dike loyr haus ig quality, lower

status, higher turnOver,- And higher density?

5. ;s there a co relation_between decrements in-whi e

to .racial mixing and th
.,L

s Tor me

4, property values due

/expressed.
preferenc o hood racial corsit on?



I

ihe remaining sections of the

Section II presents a,theory .of ihe

research report are organited as follow:,_ _ _

housing market which serves as the under-

pinning for the research As-well ashtne. evaluation of existing studies.

etitiled-me-Oodolegical critique-efcprevieusAn-

vestigations InAcarea of voluntary' seg egati-on which elu,cidates'a number

signific t shortcomings`

SectiourV resents the

and delineates the two dati bases which are us

-e remedied by tbe research deSign..

=ificatipn of the multiple regressinh model

Section V giv
)

the empirical,results for td ts, f-hypottleseal-4 above,

-

d to estimate the model.

Section VI analyzes
I

Ion preferences ,

more detail the niturelDf eXpress" leap segrega-
,

eats hypothesis bove, Section VlI summarizes
Itt

the resultLa d draws implication for fupure rese:rch and f _ public

r



of ValuntarvSesEggption_and_Sousin

he purpose-ollthis Secton 'to develop a

relatipnship between .preerces .for nghiorl od racial composition n-Aand

e patterrft existing in the ous

't
11 serve as both a base(for the

evaliaatirft previous rase chcin,the area. The basic principle

At F

rape s preferences for nbikhborhOod racial

ng market. This. theor6tical
1 s

search design and as
I .

foundation

presented heFe is that a

a tool

imposition %.71.11 be demonatr ated,by aiiations inthat racel-IS-hausi,ng,bid!

pat
-

as.the racial composition of the neighborhoods encompassing the

Oven race's homehold varies.
I

\

II. A. 'Preferences for Racial Composition,and HOU Ing &ids

,

The theorietical model underlying the proposed ie eatch assumes that

households behaVe in hous ng market so as /to .maximize their utility,

subject to, the.constraint of their income. More specifically, households

tta,e

are viewed as pmpacing liuderous feasible alternative housing packages
4 't

ne
and their prices.' They select that one which; wfien c4mbined with thee.

associated ainount of feasible non-housing consumefion,prbduces the

highest ,level of welfare -, given their incomeand preferences.

In this context, a 'housing package'

I

is seen as a composite of

distinct housing-related attributes which-are either positively or

negativ_, y valued by households. (c.f. Lancaster (1966) and Llpham (197.1

for mac e explication of this concept Obviously, one such set of,,,attriliute

relates the featu:es Of the- ctureCin question:number and quality

of,'rooms, structure type and age, etc: The characteristics of the land

parce such as size,,privacy, accessibility etc., Ware also important.



Dina y, attriglites of the,neighbdrhood'Undoubtedly

. 0

eveldatton of A given duelling= the-quplity of neighboring dwellings,`

c
noise andpollution levels, population density 'and stability, ineighbOrhoo

course-, the-racia-l-CompoAltion -Of-the

This'process,of households imparing and evaluating alternative

housing package's may be formalized in the conc_

. first introduced by Aionscv (1970). .1n. sidplee.t

f the "bid-rent funct
4.4

thj.s-fUnction

defines the maximUm-amOunt a houSehold would. be willing to bid for 'ea h

oCan array of housing packages, while remaining at some arbitrary level
4

n

utility. in other words, the function specifies the. price.differentials

which would exactly compensate the household for differences'in the

attributes-contained the alternative housing packages. Once a,

particular form of utility-function is specified such bid- ent functions

can be mathematically derived, as in Harris, Nathanson, and-Rosenberg (1966)0

Muth (1971) ,and Wheaton (1972). Bid functions with eXplicit arguments

A
related to the racial composition of the neighborhood have been derived

by Yinge-(1976) and Oalster (1977).

These houSehold bid fundtiOns,will..guide the nature and in.tens

competition for a given stock of housing ;Packages in a particula
I

Housing market. Assuming.houSeholds are free to bid over some range of

the housing market an equilibrium housing -price gradints will -beestablished,',

comprised of. the envelope of household bid functions. This equilibrium

price gradient has the following properties-;:-

a. everyone in the housing market bidding' or a dwelling has, in

fact, occupied 'one (perhaps shared with 'another household ),F

b. No one has an incentive 'to outbid another for their dwelling

and move to that' location.

c. Everyone with. comparable incomes and preferences is equally

well off.

1 1



It is importan the dy at hand to' further emphasize iLsallent'

feature of the equilibrium housing price gradient. Within a.given gr9p,

the variatigila in prices . tacrossacross housIng packages should xactl compensate-

use for diff-drences in the attributa-sembodierespackages.
Thus, even if between groupi the above conditions, were violated due to

some noncompetitive market impedkent like discrimination, the intra-group

properties should hold.

The flregoing theory has straightforward implications for the analysis

of preference _ neighborhood.rac al composition. One need only examine

the housing price gradient for a particular group of households and

determine how it varies with the racial mixture of "the ,area, ceteris paribus'.

Since this price gradient is the envelope of individual household bid'

functions, it thereby reflects .61e ggregate group evaluation of the
IN

particular attribute in question.

Consider, for a moment, an array of housing packages which are
w

identical in terms cif all attriOutes, (structu e, parcel, and neighborhood)

except racial composition of the surrounding area.

. .

hence, the equilibridm price gradient. over these ckages would thus
:15.-

r>

reflect thd ccupying group's evalu9tion of this -ttribute. If, for example,

Household bids and,

t

the given group of households was indifferent to neighborhood racial

comp sition, there would be no priceor bid variations across comparable_

'packages', regardless of the racial mixture of the area, as shown by.

line QA in Figure 1. .Similarly, if the given group preferred to have

larger proportions the-opposite race in their neighborhoods they would

willingly pay more to obtain this attribute, and produce a price gradient

as shown by line,OB. Finally, if the given group was averse to the opposite

raw and wanted to self-segregate, the price pattern might appea -as

-0C. Obvioudly,_a wider set of potential bid patterns exists than is

12
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portrayed in Figure i. The.seminal works suggesting that neighborhood

racial composition could affect housing.prides in this manner were done

by Batley (1959, 1966) and Pascal (1967). King and Mieszkows4,(1973)-,

0

Schnare-(19,7,4)., and Yinger (19757'havealsO suggested that preferences for

,

. neighborhood racial composition could be ascertained by, qomParing prices

in areas of different racial compositions. Unfortunately, in all these
67.

vious works the crucial subtlety i the abo claim has beenverlooked,n ve .o.
,t

that it only true %.4hen one looks. at a singlerace's.equiIibrium

price !gradient in-isolation and doe;.not aggregate across grbups. This'

dichotomy between the theoretical implication and the empirical specification.

actually utilized forms the heart of the critique -existing methodologies

presented in the next Section.

II. B. Discrimination Effects
y-

Much attention has been devoted in the literature to the problem of

disentangling housing price variations caused by preferences for neighbor-

hood racial composition vs. those caused by discrimination against black

households. C"reful discussions of the issues involved have been pre-

-sented in Lapham (1971), King and Mieszkowski (1973), Yinger (1975), and

.Galster (1976, 1977). The upshot of these analyses is that discrimination

is evidenced by blacks paying more than whites for comparable .housing in

the same neighborhoods, while preferences for segregation are evidenced

by comparing prices paid members of a gLiAmi race for comparable houses in

neighborhoods with different racial compositions. This is, of course,

perfectly consistent with the theory presented above.

The point to e made here is that the analysis of either race's

preferences for Self-segregation need.not be contaminated by the effects

of housing discrimination so long as intra-group bid differentials, alone

are considered. The importance of maintaining conceptual and empirical



separations between races can be demonstrated
fi

8

h the hypothetical examples

presented in _ables 1 and 2. Consider a linear array of identical housing

units which 'are divided inta4ishree "neighborhoods," I, II, and III. Neighbor-.

hood I is the white area, containing those white households who each pay

.120,000 for their dwellings, 1-3. Similarly, III is the black area, with

three B households each paying as indicated. Area II is integrated, with

two B and three W prices as indicated by the tables.

Clearly, in both tables the data indicate that 1.1have a strong aversion

to -8 e.ghbors W bids decline as the surrounding proximity of B increases).

T ble 1-the situation is that blacks weakly prefer self-segregation

B bids decline. as W proximity increases), ;while in Table 2 blacks arein-

different to racial'composition (no- variation in a bids), although their

-bid lever is inflated due to discrimination. Yet, the failure to make

these proper intra7race comparisons can lead to erroneous conclusions. If,'

for instance, one aggregated both race's observaticins to derive a neighbor-

hood average, it would appear that in Table 1 blacks may prefer integrated

to black areas since average prices were higher there. Similarly, in

Table 2 it would appear that whites were indifferent to racial composition

(no change in average prices between white and integrated areas) while black

wanted to self-segregate (Higher average prices in the black vs. integrated

areas). Obviously, the source of the confusion is the aggregation of races,

especially when an artificial fillip to prices is being provided by

discriminatory constraints. Yet, even if discrimination forces up the

°Vat 11 level of the black equilibrium price gradient, its intra-group

var tions still maintain the three properties noted above. Thus, an

analysis of housing bids.dissagregated for a single xace provides the

only reliable indication Of that race's preferences for neighborhood



Table 1.

Hypothetical Housing aid

Ocdupying Neighborhood Average

hborhood el n Race Price 7 Black rice

20

20

$17

5 12

56

7

8

5

6

$20

40% $ 9

9 $ 8

III '10 8 100%

11 8



Table 2

Hypothetical Housing Bid Pattern

ft Occupying Dwelling Neighborhood Average
Neighborhood Dwelling Race Price % Black Price__

1,

2

3

$20

20

20

0 $20

II

4

5

6

8

$17

12

33 .40% $20

9

III 10

11 33

a

' 100% $33
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racial composition, especially. in the presence of housing discrimination.
4

II. C. Transitory Disequilibrium Effects'

The foregoing discussion had assumed a short run equilibrium housing

price gradient had-been established in the market where analyses were

being undertaken. Clearly, such an assumption may be erroneous if the .

gilpn market .is experiencing a rapid influx of blacks. Such iumi ion

has_been a common characteristic of Northern urban hous19 markets for

the last several decades, as evidenced by Taeuber and Tdeuber (1965) And

kairl. (1969). The effect of this growing black demand h4 been to maintain

housingprices in the black submarket somewhat above their equilibrium level,

due to the inherently low supply elasticity involved in conversion from white

to black occupaar in the peripheral ghetto areas (cf. Becker (1957 )/Muth

(1969 )
Haugen and Heins 19697 and King and Mieszkowski (1973) for further

'evidence and analysis of this point).

Yet, the existence of such transitory di equilibria need not confound

the analysis of preferences for racial composition. As in the situation )of

discrimination, even if the overall level of black bids is inflated, the

gradient of these bids over various areas should not be significantly c n-

torted. In order to contradict this proposition one would need to posit.

the existence of segmentation within the black housing submarket; e.g.,

for a substantial period that black occupants of dwellings in the ghetto

interior could be forced to a lower leVel of welfare (via higher 'housing

prices) than comparable black households in integrated periphery areas.

What barrier might be present in such a scenario that would prevent

interior blacks from bidding up the price of peripheral 4ack dwellings

and thus restoring intra-group equilibrium is unclear. Such an argument

was implied but unsupported in King and Mieszkowski (1973).



"rhis section has developed a theory of the housing, market'that,This

10

can be

applied to the determination of'pteferences for neighborhood racial composi-

4i_on. The model's main implication is that a given race's preferences can,

only be unambiguously discerned, by. analysis of housing bids tendered by

hat race fOr comparable dwellings in,neighborhoods of varying racial

composition. The existence ordiscrimination,andior transitory disequilibrium

effects in the market, under study has been shown not to impair the reliability,

-of the above principle, .although this is clearly not the case for other

search strategies.



III.. Review Of Existing' Research

,
Existing evidence relevant to the issue of voluntary segregation

can be categorized into one of two distinct methodological strands/. Ong

6

attempts to discover prefetences for neighborhood racial composition:by

asking households explicit: questions in this regard. The other attempts.

to implicitly tima.te such pteterences"tKrough econometri.c analyses of .

A

.housing price.yariations re4ted to racial mixtures, based on principles

developed in the.previou tion.

III. A. Public Op ion Poll udies

The first methodological strand is represented by a number of national

as well as local public opinion polls. Many results are summarized in

Hermalin and Farley (1973), and in Pettigrew (1973). The technique common

to all such polls is_that they simply ask respondents hoW they would feel

about certain hypothetical sit ations involving various degrees of racial

mixing-in a neighborhood. The primary methodological criticism of such

studies is that they fail to simultaneously control for a host of implicit

factors which may be shaping the respondent's interpretation of the question

and, hence, the answer. Specifically, responses are made without explicit

understanding as to whether the hypothetical neighborhood in question is

in a process of "tipping" to majority status of the opposite race, whether

members of the opposite race are of the same socioeconomic status, or

whether housing, neighborhood, and public service quality remain the same.

While many polls try to standardize for one of the above contingencies,

eheir failure to simultaneously do'.sO for all confounds the implications

of their results.

For instance, concerning white attitudes', Rapkin and Grigsby's (1966)

study of racially-changing Philadelphia neighborhoods showed that for whites
,

in these areas there was a strong correlation between dissatisfaction with

U
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the lfieserice.abiAlcsandthed4reeatheirhyptithelcal.proxirmtyIt'

similar Kalam oo survey by Hunt (1959), found thatia third Of the whites

thought liv this "mixed neighborhood" As "undesirable," and almost
_

half estimatepirthat -their neighbors' attitudes toward bl lk entry had been.

-"hostile."WhethersuchdiSsatisfAction over integratirn was due to dis-

tasty for blacks per sg or, alternatively, due, to kerceptions of imminent

-edt the lower status of tl-e incoming blacks is probiematic.

Gallup (1972)'4,011s/have lent support to. _the former alternatiVe. iTheY

have suggested that while a majority of whites wab4d not move, "colored

people came to' live next dooT,' only half'lpe many woulorremaip if they

"came to live in ,great numbers in the neighbbrIVoo " Is this response

independent*of,the status of incoming bLa-
,

National Opinion Research Center surveys reported in Sheatsley (1966) -,

have suggested they are, not. .They indi atedthart a majority whites-would

feel unconcerned if a "Negrb with the,same'income and education moved into

the block." Watts and Free (1973)- found that twice as many- whites would

be "unhappy toisee,blacks of incomencome and education move into the

neighborhood" as would be true ii,the blacks had an equal status. Yet,

what point world the rising number' of "equal" blacks prove uncomfortable_

for whites? Again, ythe failure to simultaneously ,control for,a, ariety of

faetors proves crucial.,

Poll of blacks concerning their a mix preferences demonstrate

the same:waknesses. 's-aforement ed survey'showed almost half the

blacks liv mg in mixed neighborhoods thought the.situation was "desirable."

Brink is (1969) found that almost two thirds of a national sample

of blacks preferred a "neighborhood with whites and Negroes," while one

fifth Preferred "all-Negro neighborh-ods." Uhfortunately, the lack of



Pulationg-in;the

p arenti,preferen-e fo

the Aup-ribf ley

there'rele

above

miedneigkb_rhoods could _ue solel- to

13

raises the pbSsilility that

e I

. 4

neighborhood, and p:blid service -qualit

ve those in t e ghetib.,

of 'his alternatiyexplanation is, supported by the
, 4

y-reported. in M a r 0.967C In sexy 1964polis in New York,

asked which type pf ghbor-

ood -they gould prefer:if they were all qually well keptup.f In'each city
)

,

, Majority-responded "moStlSr'Negro" neighborh--

in this *Way while Only 4% preferred a "mostly white"
A,

.summary,4the -opinion poll methodology fails tb

for a wide variety of factors which' may influence respondents ,answer

tOtal, 62% responded

sinful aneously control

regarding Preterences'for neighborhood racial

shor'tcoing, litt

composition. Given this severe-

e credence can be placed on surveys results` as conclusive
a

-

evidr,ce for the existence or nature Of-preferencentor voluntary segregation.

111.' g. ousing Pricelegression4Studies

Unlike o-inior polls, the second strand of research attempts to' find

indirect evidence of-households' preferences for voluntary segregation.

Multiple TegressionIhnalysis is employed in order to estimate the contri-

bution, to housing'price differentials made by variations in neighborhood",

racial composition. This methodology views "housing" as a bundle of quanti-

fiableatt?ibutes cf the structure, parcel, neighborhood, location, etc.,

whence the price of the dwelling becbmes function of the at ibutes em-

bodied itpit and the market's evaluations of'these attributes. A regression

of housing vafue oir these attributes the, reby yields '`'coefficients which are _

interpyetable as the implicit prices the market places, upon them (c f.

2
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Griliches (1971y, Lapham.(19T1),' an Butler, Atkin and Rothenberg

14

1972) )..

Thus, by specifying one such attribute as the racial o posit n of the

neighborhood an.d observing the sign and statistical gignificance of fts

,

scion= coefficient, one cane make ,conclusions as to how-this.factor

implicitly- valued by-houp --lds.

(

t

Unfortunately, the great potential `of this approach `has` not yet been

fully realized'aue to the improper
,

or ambiguoUs spehfication of previous
.

. t . .,

regression meidvIS. These models have. failed to clearly 4isentAngle alter-
. -r

,

native hypotheses concerning self ,segregation preferences -hich coulf

explain the obsei'ved price patterns _ primarily because they do,This is

not racially stratify ,their housing price regressions and, thus, cannot
.,---,..

dcatill inilea-race housing biA)oatterns whiCh unambiguously demonstrate
I .

_ . 1 v

rgterences for neighborhood racial compopition.neighborhood
, .

SpeCifiCalt the contention of this Section that previous studies:

a. While discprning housing,prfce patterns which are consistent
with,white voluntary segregation, have failed to clarify the
specific.' ature and origin of this tendency.'

b. Give no reliable evidence whatsoever on the existence
301ack voluntary segregation preferen es

c. May often be challenged on their paucity of control
other neighborhood factors besides racial compositio'' hich
may be affecting h6Using prices.

For conceptual,- clarity previous studies can be 'grouped into two classifica-

tione, &pending on the data base and aggregative nature of their resulting

approach to specifying the empirical model. Both groups will be reviewed

and critiqued separatly below.

III. B. 1. Census Tract Base Studies

The initial set of regreAsion studies in the area of preferences for

neighborhood racial composition is characterized by the use of aggregated'

2 3



Census tract data. The'at is made to discover median house value

differences betweem-tracp of different racial compositrons when other

featuites of the tracts are standardized.*

15

Daniels 175) analyzed 1960 data from 0--land_Census tracts. He ,

dtimated regressions --fur both median value of owner occupied units and

e4lian rent wherein features Of the housing (median rooms per unit, average

size,, percentages f standard dwellings with central heat, built"betcre

1940, with more than one"bathroom, etc.), feature4 of the neighborhood

(student reading scar proportion blue collar, ,land elevation, persons

4-
rroom, proportions single family and *non-residential average), and

accessibility (dummy variables for major highway access and high concen re-
, 0

dons of employment, miles from CBD), se ed as independent control vari-

ables. Vacancy rates and proportion of in-moverth in the previous two years

proxied for local market disequilibrium.factors. Finally, dummy variables

were defined for tracts having particular proportions of black households:

8-99%, 20-99%, 35-99%, and 50-99% for renter equations; 8-99%, 25-99%,

50-99% for owner equations.

Regression results showed that the dummy variable coefficients for

tracts having 35-99% and 50-991 black occupancy were significant y negativ4,

chile the corresponding 25-99% coefficient for owners was positive but only
qed,

weakly significant. The magnitude of these results indicated that median

rents in tracts having less than 35% black occupanCy were 7.4% higher,

ceteris paribus. This effect was described by Daniels as a "segregation

premium paid by renters in the white submarket."

Another way of expressing these results is to graphically demonstrate

the implied equilibrium gradient of housing prices. If, for instance, one

considered identical houses in comparable quality neighborhoods and plotted
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the equilibrium ices for these dwellings as the racial composition o--

the Purrounding,neighborhood varied, the pattern indicated by Daniels

would be as shown in Figurr2A. This pattern corresponds to the envelope

of both races' housing bid functions, as outlined in the previous theory

Section.

While this study is not subject to criticism on the grounds

sufficient standardizatibn of neighborhood (tract) qualities, its aggrega-

tion housing prices paid by both races it a tract Makes-it-impossibe

to know'what preferences for neighborhood racial compition (of either

whites or blacks) .aregenerating the overall observed pr ce.pattern. For

instance, it could be that whites were voluntarily self-segregatitgand

paying premiums to live iftlpredominantly white areas, whereas blacks were

indifferent, as suggested by Daniels. Yet, as shownj.n Figure 2B, the

observed pride pattern is also consistent with an underlying pattern of

bids with both races demonstrating self-segregation preferences. Or,

it may be that while whites are indifferent,, blacks place great value on

predominantly white areas, as posited in Figure 2C. In this scenario only

a few "lucky" blacks would, in fdct, live in white areas since the desired

"token" status has'already laen captured by them and no further blacks

would be willing to move into the area and pay the premium. The other

blacks, either due to greater familiarity with black neighborhoods or to

"port of entry" factors would continue to occupy traditional black areas.

Finally, any voluntary segregation premiums which may exist may be blurred

if discrimination is operative. That is, whites may be willing to pay

Much more than a 7% premium, but discrimination may artifically be re=

stricting black demand in white areas and inflating values in black areas.

A more sophisticated study using individual dwelling data to supple-
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meat Dens pb tract data was conducted by Schnare (1974). Using Boston SMSA

Public Use Sample, data,' she first regressed market price Pr rent on the

,.
struct val characteristics df the individual dwelling (rooms, heating

- L .

bathrooms, age, plumbing,,etc), household variables crowding and length
. , .

-

residency), neighborhood demographic variables mean income, proportions

of various minories, vacancy ra and accessibility -roxies (central city-

equation with alllocation, proportionsof various structuretypes

ro.

demographic- nd accessibility variable' set equal to their SMSA -ean value_ _

for all, tracts wae then used to predict the average value for each tract,

based on. the average,physical characteristics of the rented or owned units

in that tragt. The difference between the actual and this predicted value

represented the tract's premiumor discount after adjustment for the physical

attributes of£its dwellings and,in turn, became the dependent var/able in

the-second stage regre sion. This second regression employed distance to

employment centers, tax rate, per pupilechool expenditures, average income,

proportions low status and in public houSing,' air pollution, and proportions

- of various racial/ethnic groups in the tract as independent variables.

Similar procedUres were conducted for both 1960 and 1970 Boston SMSA Census

data.

In the 1960 sample, the relationship between housing prices in a tract

and the proportion black assumed a U-shaped pattern,with a minimum in neighbor-

hoods that were 25% black and with prices in all black areas 12% higher than

those in otherwise all-white zones. In the 1970 sample, these premiums dis-

appeared and prices declined steadily with the tract's concentration of
b

blacks, wLth ghetto rents 5% less than those in all white areas. In:4both

years and for both tenures, prices in tracts .that were 25% black were 1.3-

1.5% lower than those in comparable all white tracts., Schnare interpreted



these findings as indications of/White preferences for sel segregat'ion-and

a,housiiig shortage for blacks in 1960,,though she admitted the 960 pattern

would be consistent with black preferences for self-segregation.

Graphically chnare's observed-price gradient results are portrayed

As before, these overall price patterns may be explained inin Fiplre 3A.

several ways, and thus can provide little conclusive proof of the existence

of voluntary segregation. Although the drop in values in the 0-25% black

range can only be interpreted as white self-segregation tendencies, the

exact nature of these white preferences remains unclear. For example,

Figures:3B and 3C show that the results are consistent with either 'a

sradually.declining white bid .function orone that,::drops p ecipitously-
.

when whites become a minority in the-neighborhood. These two Figures also

demonstrate that either black self-segregation (Fig. 3B) or indifference

may beoperative, with 1960 black bids being arti ically increased

by discrimination-in both cases.

The final econometric study utilizing Census -ract data began with

individual dwelling unit data but aggregated them to form single tract

observations. Berry (1976) conducted analysis of_single family home priceS

in Chicago during the period 1968-1972. Sales price and assessment data were

assembled for the over 30,000, transactions during-,the period'. Transactions

Were then grouped into 231 tracts or tract7gronpt, and average prices,

structure and lot values,- Cehsus neighborhood attributes; and environmental

characteristics were computed for each Area. Average sales price for the

area was :regressed on average assessments on land -and structure (to proxy

for detailed structural information), median family income, percentage,

moved in during previous five years, distance from CZD, acid pollution

levels. 'Finally, series of dummy variables were defined which denoted
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a wh ite area contiguous to a nOnWhiTti7iiiicrhS-"-zone of -black expansion"

;areas adjaeent to 'ghetto which went, an average, from 22% _to 63Z black

from 1968 -72), and "black neighborhoods" (average 94 -99% black).

Regression results showed _that, ceteris paribus, price levels for

single faMily homes in the period were highest in safe" peripheral

areas dropped 5-7% in "threatened" oontiguou white areas, showed a modest

increase in the zones of black expansion and fell. to their lowest level

(22%726% discount vrr white periphery), in the ghetto. VariatiOns inland,

and not structure, values proved to be the source of these market price

variations. Figure74A gives a graphic portrayal of these patterns. Berry

interpreted the discounts in contiguous white areas as indicative of white'

prejudice against blacks and perceptions that blacks reduced neighborhood

Status. Scant explanation was given for the other patterns, though)short

run disequillbrium factors operative in the zone of expansion were alluded

to.

While the Berry model unambiguously suggests that whites are averse

to living in areas contiguous to black areas, it yields litt/e'evidence of

their tastes for self- segregation beyond that. does -not, for, - instance,

tell 'Us whether white bids decline monotonically as the proportion, of blacks

in the neighborhood increases (c.f. Yigure 4B) or whether no further aversion

occurs until blacks become a majority in the neighbortood-(c.f. Figure 4C

As for blacks, the specification cannot diatinguish betwee- black preferences

for all black areas (c.f. Figure 4C) or for integrated areas (c.f. Figure 4B).

In sum, the.Census tract base studies do not provide'unambiguons answers

concerning the, exi ?tence'or nature of either white or black preferences for

an aggfegate estimate of the equilibrium

housing:price gradient, and not the underlying'bid functions of each race-which.

self segregation. At best, they give





icro -data Base Studies

ThelpeCond set of regression studies is characterized by the use of'

micro-datU'on individual house values and characteristics.. The goal of

'didasgregetion is to better distill the subtleties of housing bid pattel000

for both races distinctly.

Bailey (1966) undertook a seminal econometric study in the area of

racial ttfects on property values utilizing two samples of single family

homes sold ire-,Chicago's southside areas in_1948-51 and 1954-57, Tht de-

pendent variable for each regression was the logarithm of the the federal

real estate transfer tax paid on the transaction when the property was ..,

sold`. ; Structural control variables included number of flaws, building:

materials, age, floor area, basement, front footage, and a series of dUmmy

variables denoting dilapidation, university access, years of sal 'common

wall, alley, and conversion, Neighborhood variablesrcoaaisted of population

densities and racial compositions for the block and, facing block on which

e
the unit was located, as well, as for the ring of su_ oundins blodks (with

two alternative specifications of block face and ring being testia).

fortunately; no attempt was made in the model to identify the races in-

Voived'in the transactions being observed.
#

For both samples, Bailey found that higher black concentrations in

the ring of blocks surrounding the property icantly reduced its

value; e.g., a 30% discount between a 50% black/ling vs. n all white

ring. On the other _hand, the racial composition, of the /block face en-

compassing the property was not a statistically significant variable.

Bailey claimed these results proved that blacks have significant negative

effects on property values in the blocks near' to but not those including



eiTown residence Suc ext -1- efface-might-be
3

portrayed As in Figure 5A.

Unfortunataly, such an unambiguous nconclusion cannot be derived from
,./

the',above model since it fails distinguish between differ nt. racial

a '

combinations-of,the block and surrounding ring of blocks involved in a

given transaction. That is, the specification does not allow for the

possibility that the effect of black concentrations in surrounding areas
J

could have different effects on values depending bn whether the block in

question Baas whit- xed, or black itself% Consider,' initially, the in-

significance of the o- -block race effect. Since (presumably) both white

and black buyers were sampled, this result dbea-:not necessarily suggest,

that white buyers are indiffe nt to blacks on them' Own 'block (and,. by

inference, that black buyer feel Similarly ). Another plausible inter-

pretation would be that whi (who usually purchase in 'predominantly
(r,

white bloats sur 6unded by white'rings) pay a comparable-amount as blacks

(who usually purchase i predominantly black blocks surrounded by black

rings) but that whites (blacks) who might buy in a,racially mixed block

would'pay relative y less (more) compared to their counterparts in

segregated blocks. (Such a pattern would obviously imply short run market

disequilibrium at boundary areas or discimination constraining black demand.)

In such a contingency, observations gathered from a variety of transactions-

involving various races on various typeslof racially constituted blocks

surrounded by various types bf racially constituted rings might easily

show no relationship between block racial composition and selling price,

even though both races might prefer whiter blocks. This alternative is

graphically portrayed in Figure 5B.,

Similarly, consider the negative coefficient on the proportion black





white t___
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4
hie. -Speb--a find-ing-would-be-consistent-with

e _egation, het all one really knows is that the

aggregate pattern derived from transactions on white, mixed, and black

blocks demonstrated a net inverse relationship-between value and pro-

portion blackin surrounding blocks. Conceptually, at ledst, such a

pattern coulfihave been generated if blacks preferred blocks amid. mixed

areas whereas whites were indifferent to the race of adjacent blocks'

Figure 5C). Another alternative explanation more consistent with

the one posited above is thatxboth reces prefer to live in area with

higher concentrations of whites in the:surrounding neighborhoods.. -In

this case, as shown in Figure 5B, the discounting effect'of higher black

proportions in surrounding rings would.b.e demonstrated for observations

gathered from both white and black blocks.

Finally, the Bailey study can also be faulted on its paucity of

other variables to control.for neighborhood quality besides density and

race. Clearly,'auch factors as median incomes, average 'property values,

stability, socioeconomic diversity, commercial land uses, etc,, are

attribUtes of the neighborhood which would be expetted to influence

property values,. independent of racial,, characteristics. Exclusion of

such factors from the regressions may lead to specification errors and-

: serious misinterpretatio of the,behavioral content of the racial

composition variables.

King and Mieszkowski (1973 alyzed data from a sample of rental ,

dwellings in New Haven. Their rent regressions employed the usual set

of structure variables (area, a variety of quality indices, terms of and

special features included in rent), distance from city center, reading

scores in local schools, and attributes. of the occupant (recent imMigrant

7
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y, persons per square out In unit, race and sec of head). In a di-,

eion,, four dummy variables were specified which simultaneously denoted both

the race of ehe household d the racial submarket in which the

was located.= Three regionsvere specified: the "whit

apattment

submarket having

less than 3% blacks on the unit's block and in surrounding blecks; the

"ghetto" submarket having 60-100%,blacks on the unit's block and in

surrounding` blocks; and the "boundary" submart consisting of all other

areas.

e regression coefficients for this set of four race /submarket

dummies indicated that, compared to white tenants in white areas, boundary

whites paid 7% lower rents while boundary blacks paid the same. This in-

dicated price discrimination in the boundary ubmarket'as well as white

preferences for self- segregation, according to King and Mieszko ski.

Both races in the ghetto, paid 9% more than whites in white areas, a finding

the authors attributed to a short run disequilibrium situation of "funneling."

These rent patterns Are portrayed injigure 6A.

The first area in which the King-MieSzkowski,study may be criticized

concerns the lack of neighborhood control variables. Only local school

reeding scores and distance to city

the quality of the neighborhood-in

As for the implied preferences

center are employed to standardize for

ich the surveyed apartment was located.

for neighborhood racial compoSition,

again the study leaves several-important unanswered- questions. As for

blacks, the authors admit-that the

black self-segregation tendencies.

black rent pattern is consistent with

Yet, they cloud the issue by their

reliance on disequilibrium factors to explain rent levels in the black

submarket. For instance, if rents in black areas were artifically in-

flated due to ai temporary fillip of demand, then blacks could in fact,
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I-compositon-4-s- equilibrium-situation- In

such an equilit;rium their bids might appear as in Figure 6B.

As for Whites, the specification of the boundary areas which encamps s

suave vast rangw.of racial compositions makes it impossible to tell whether

the true equilibrium white bid patte4n fallsAinearly as blick proportions

rise, whether it plummetiat some intermediate "threshold" black percentage,

or, as an extreme case, whether it is low only in racially mixed "transi-

tional" areas, as suggested in Figure 6B.
9

A final criticism revolves around the sensitivity of-the'observed rent,

patterns to the specification of the three racial submarkets. This sees

tivity was demonstrated by Yinger (1975), who experimented with the King-,

eAzkowski specification:using 1967 St. Louis micro-data for owner - occupied

units. Three alternativsipecifications of the three racial submarkets were

employed in regression runs-. When 0-5 %/5-85%/85t% black proportion in CensUs

tract demarcations were used, the results showed that ghetto blacks paid

significantly more than the prices paid by both races in all .other areas.

When 0-40i/40-80%/80+% definitions were used, both ghetto blacks and boundary

6hites paid more. Finally, the ghetto was defined as all contiguous tracts

of 90+7. black, the white submarket as all tracts 5% or less black plus all

tracts surrounded by such tracts, arid the boundary as everything else.

ThiS specification indicated ghetto blacks and boundary. blacks paid more

in the log model, and that both Whites and blacks paid more if the boundary

region cif high transition, to the north of the ghetto was further specified!

The upshot of all this, pointed out by Yinger, is that one' must be

hesitant to interpret results from the King-Mieszkowski type of specification

as conclusive evidence of the effects of racial attitudes on hoorm values,

due to the sensitivity of submarket
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empted-to-over me-thing-

HieSzkowski specification problems. Two dummy variables were specifiqd to

denote houses in "integrated" (40-80% black) -and "black" (80-100% black)

tracts: Two additional dummies denoted black households in the above two

Finally, three variables measured the percentage of blacks in,each

of the three racial submarkets, With the appropriate perCentage being

selected depending on the location

the above variables, the usual set

rooms, area, yard size

of a particular dwelling.

of structural attributes

quality, age), neighborhood amenities

.usage, school achievement scores

moved in previous five

were used

.

Besides

bath-

(nonresidential

median income and education, percentage

years, percentage poor), and location (diatance to

independent variables in the house value regression.

The regression results indicated that in all three submarkets, both

black and white housing prices declined as the proportion black in the.area

rose, a finding 'linger claimed showed both races preferred whiter areas.

For instance, all else equal a 10% increase in the proportion black would

reduce house

black areas,

h

value's by 1.16but 62*q8% and

respectively. In addition,

in both integrated and black area

'any given racial compo iOn blacks

19% in. white, integrated, and-
4

average house prices were 25-27%

compared to white areas. Finally,

paid 14-15% more than whites,

suggesting evidence of discriminatidi. A diagrammatic portrayal of those

findings is given, in Figure 7A.

Further consideration must be given to the large p ce discontinuity

evidenced when moving between submarkets. 'finger explained

. -
integrated area gap as a combination of blacks being excluded from white

areas

gairis in

4 whitesjwintegrated area being unable to capture capital

he short run due to molting amid information costs involved in
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s.

r- twe egrated-and

blaek-areas could.no rely gn the abav axPlana kris,` ever, and Yinger
A

Ives significant` that one of these alterna-
-

010-0- 44-%
7

ive explanations/ h taame blacks Strpngly prefer .aggregation, the

contradicting an-earlidr riterpretation of the resdlts.

TWA distlaimer.44 s to r emain.weaknesa of the Yinger Specific -

rion--inehi.4ty to onelualvely discover black. preferences` for

segragati?p. On the one the results regarding whites are difficult

to dispute- SinCe-.theie) were p 'b- k observations in the white area,

the specification succeeded in e t matin g :011ie purely whiti,bid function

. in this area. Whether there is a break in the linear white bid function

plait the 50% black poini

in the modelhowever.

.

areasntegrated: areas i impossible to` ascertain

On the other hand, results regarding blacks are aMbiguous. Not only

i there the aforementioned inte ated/blaok area,price gap anomaly, but

an added specification problem leada one to furtherquestion the conclusion

of black sion to other blacks in integrated areas.

problem arses from the ase of only a. dummy. _variable to distinguish between,

blacks and whites area, given the basic price variation pattern as

11racial cam o n changes. Consider, for example, the hypothetical scatter

The potential

ofWhite4W) d black (B) observations in Figura B. white price ob,

-Senlatibns Mi ht haw adf4dig inverse relationship with the proportion

blacks in tho 'area.

generally highpr

ship

price observations in the area might' be,
,

to discrimination) and show a weak positive relationn

h the proportion of blacks. Yet, given the specification, the

strong inverse relationship established by.white observations might pre-
.

dominate the regression estimate (line AA) and thereby suggest that

41

.

both
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races ptefe-ed whiter areas,even though blacks.paid more, ceteris paribus-

(linA _ 41). Thus, removing:for a moment any disequilibriuM eledeats, the

-true underlying pattern of bids may be very different (especially for

blicks) than that suggested by the Yinger model (c.f., Figure 7B).

In summary, the micro-data studies, while coming closer to the

estimating the underlying housing. bid. functions for each race than the'

aggregative works, have fallen short. They have consistently demonstrated

that there is some sort of white aversion to transitional or integrated areas,

yet have failed to provide a clear picture of the exact form of this self-
:

segregating tendency or its source. Even more seriously, the-txisting

specifications yield conflicting and ambiguous results concerning blacks'

desires for self-segregation. The prime specification shortcoming is the

o

failure to estimate regressions over racially stratified subsamples of ob-

nervations.

III. C. Su a.ry

Existing research, whether based on opinion poll or regression methodol-

ogies, has failed to provide conclusive answers regarding preferences for

neighborhood racial composition. '.Ais for white households, both types of

studies have :generally indicated some tendency to avoid integrated neighbor-

hoods, yet the exact nature of this tendency has remild'obscure. We

cannot be sure, for example, whether whites are averse to any black neighbors

or whether they merely fear becoming the minority race as an integrated.

neighborhood "tips" to a dominantly black area. I s also unclear whether_

white aversion is due to race iptrL se, or to factors commonly associated with

integrated neighborhoods like lower housing quality and status, higher turn-

over, etc. While several econometric studies have provided controls for

43
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some of these factors, other potentially important variables Such as popu-

lation density, socioeconomic-diversity, and lendirii institution "redlining"

have not been employed.

As for black households, the evidence from both polls and regressioT_

research has proVenYinconclusive. Some studies have suggested blacks

emonstrate similar self-segregation tendencies as whites, while others

come to the opposite conclusions: Yet, little credence can be placed in

either set of findings, for neither group has succeeded in unambiguously

estimating the underlying black housing bid patterns in their specifics-

tione.

Finally, no attempt whatsoever has yet been made to integrate both

the opinion poll and regression analysis methodologies or to directly

compare their results. For example, we do not know whether there exists

a strong correlation between white decrements in their housing bids due

to integration (as revealed by regressions) and their expressed preferences

for neighborhood racial composition and the composition of neighborhoods

in which they actually live (as revealed in polls).

The research specification described in the next Section is designed

to answer these questions and avoid the shortcomings of previous research

outlined above.
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Model Specification and Data Base

Both the foregoing theory of the housing-market and review of previous

studies have continually emphasized the need to distinctly separate bid

patterns of both races in order to unambiguously determine their preferences

for self-segregation. The principal guideline for the specification of the

empirical model is thus the stratification by-race of the housing price

equations.

IV. A. General Specification.

As noted earlier, a housing package may be conceptualized as a bundle

attributes, each of which has a distinctt (although implicit) valuation

placed upon it by a given group 'of household demanders. A regression of

the value or rent of the total housing package on these attributes (using

only observations from the given household group) thereby yields coefficients

interpretable as these implicit valuations given to attributes by the group.

Symbblically, the total housing package price (rent or value) of the

ith dwelling occupied by the jth group is:

(1)
Pij

f([Sific] j = white, black

where [Sijk], and [Riith] are column vectors describing the various

attributes of the structure and lot, neighborhood, and racial compbsition

of the area, respectively, for the ith dwelling of the jth group. The

multiple _regression to be estimated over all i observations of a. given

tenure of the jth group will take the form:

j --J
jk] jk jll jl- [djm] [Rjm]

where [b
jk]

j, [c11], and [d. ] are row vectors of coefficients and u is a

random error term with the usual properties. The [djm] coefficients will

provide the crucial empirical information concerning the jth group's
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.valuation of the. racial attributes of heir neighborhoods as speC f y [RJ.
m-

]

for the tenure under consideration.

IV. B. Data Bases

The above general model was operationalized and coefficients statisti-

cally estimated using two distinct data bases. Both sets result from

individual household interviews and contain a rich collection of information

on the occupants, the dwellings, and the associated neighborhoods. The two

surveys were conducted in St. Louis in 1967 and in Wooster, Ohio, in 1975.

Similar statistical estimations were made for both sets of-data, thus

allowing one to compare results from A large city undergoing-rapid expansion

f a significant centralized black ghetto to those from a small city with

a minimal, widely-diffused black community. These two data bases are

described below.

IV. B. i. St. Louis Survey

The'initial data set was gathered by John Kain and John Oigley for a

consulting firm under contract to the St. Louis Community Renewal program.

A sample of phonebook household addresses was randomly selected both within

the city limits an.d in St. Louis County. Vacancies, non-responses, and

refusals reduced the final size of actual interviews conducted Within the

city (county) during the summer of 1967 to 1021 (164). A complete

description of sample design is given in City Plan Commissi ' (1969).

These households were personally interviewed to obtain oblective data on

their income, family status, job status, race, etc. , and on the physical

features of their dwelling.

More subjective evaluations of the qualitative aspects of the sampled

dwellings and neighborhoods were obtained in three different ways. In the



first, nterviewers -ated the quality of various aspects of the unit
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interiors on ordinal scales. ,City building inspectors provided analogous

quality ratings for the exterior condition of the sample unit and structures

adjacent to it in a second survey. Inspectors also rated various aspects of

the block face on which the sample units were located during t
he final phase.

Jointly these surveys provided 39 distinct variables ptoxying for the physi-

cal and visual quality of -the sampled housing packages. These 39 variables

have been condensed into a more manageable number of factors via principle -

components analysis by Kain and Quigley (1970).

Finally, objective characteristibs of the surrounding neighborho6d

were also gathered foy each observation. Quality measures fnr.local

schools, racial composition, crime rate- and a variety of Census tract

data were also tabulated.

The rationale for analyzing the above database consists of the

following

1. It represents an unusually robust set of quantitative and
qualitati variables.to control or aw de variety of

412
factors- cting hOusing prices.._,

.. .
.

2. It contains enough reprSentation-,.edbotb.blacks and whites
in.,the sample to permit stratification by. race while main-
taining adequate sample sizes.

It encompasses the widest possible- range of racial composi-
-tions--from 0% to 99% black in a tract'.

Since the "classic" central ghetto was expanding rapidly in
1967, it captures a situation in which white households in
"transitional" areas adjacent to the ghetto would likely
fear the incipient "tipping" of their area.

For some comparative aggregate data 6n St. touis, -ee Tables 3 and 4.

IV. B. ii. Wooster Survey

The second data set was gathered by the Principal Investigator in

collaboration with Professor Garry Messer of the College of Wooster

17



Table 3

Comparative Characteristics of Housing

All Metropolitan Areas St, Louis SMSA

1970 Census 1970 Census

Occupied Units

Substandar 3.5%

1.01+ Persons /Room 7.8

Owner Occupied 59.5

Median # Rooms 5.0

Median # Persons/
Household 2.7

Median Value (Owner) $19,000

Median Rent (Renter) $97

Vacancy Rate, Total 4.8

Units in Structure

Single Family 63.2%

Two or More 34.9%

Mobile Home 1.9%

City of Wooster

1971 Census.

4.9% 1.1%.

4.8 2.3

64.0 60,8

4.5 -5.6

2.65 2.3

$16,300 $27,000

$105 $138

6.16 5.1%

66.6%

30.0%

2.3%



Table

Comparative Characteristics of Population

All Metropolitan Areas St. Louis City of Wooster

Age

1970 Census

18=24 years 17.3%

25-34 years 12.6

35-44 .11.7

45=54 12.0

55 -64 9.;

9.7

Census data fo indiViduala, Wooster data for households

Educationl

No High School,

Some High S

High Soho

PerhapsSote College

College 9radua

-#41pa 'Yost Graduate

bolas

Blac

30.1%

24.6

12.0

12.0%

Female 11.51

Income

F

Faaiilie

0 -r5 ;OC

median, All 'F

16.5%

23.6

$8,431

1970 Census 1975 Census

10.3% 8.61

12.1 19.9

11.6 14.9

11.3 16.5

9.3 14.8

8 25.3

27.0% 11.0%

17.8 ,16.2

41.7 49.0

18.0% 6.0%

26.5 18.9

$8,700 $11,62,7
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durin the Ammer of 1975. A 15% stratified random sample of all household

addresses within the City of Wooster limits was constructed, And 1061 dwellings

were Surveyed. Vacancies resulted in a net of 1007 actual interviews with

households (non - responses and refusals were replaced in the sample). A

complete description of methodology and sampling design is given An Galster

and Lasser (1975).

The Wooster survey gathered an array of objective characteristics of

the household and dwelling unit which are virtually identical to those in the

St. -Louis survey. Additional comparable evaluations orthe dwelling's

exterior and interior quality and the character of the surrounding neighhor-

hood" were also made by interviewers.

Twenty-six of ,these "neighborhoods" were defined by the Wooster City

Planning Department for purposes of the study, using as guidelines natural

topogrephical and'man-made boundaries. Each consisted, on average, of

several square block area containing approximately 200 households. A

variety of "neighborhood "" characteristics such as median incomes, education,

e

house values, racial_ composition can be computed from the survey. (Selected

characteristics of Wooster in Tables 3 and 4.)

The rationale for analyzing the Wooster data is

1. It contains a robust set of quantitative and qualitative
variables to contro for a wide variety of factors affecting

housing prices.

2. While it contains insufficient black household observations
to estimate black bids, the white observations contain un-
usually good neighborhood control variables like:

a. density, diversity, stability, ave. values

b. demarcation of area commonly seen by real estate agents
as'"the wrong side of town" which thus provides a prime
candidate for lending institution "redlining".

c. expressed white attitudes on desirability of ,integration
and perceptions of racial change and prop -y:value

changes.

0



Since it contains a small and widely-scattered black
population (highest black concentration,in any neighbor-
hood is 16%), -it captures a situation in which white
households would have little reason to fear any "tipping"
of their area.
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IV. C. Detailed Specification

Now that the data bases for the research have been described, the general

specification presented earlier may be put in a more detailed form. The de-

pendent variables are either monthly rent (RENT) or er-assessed house value

(VALUE). The specific independent variables which are proposed to proxy for
(p-)

components of the structure/lot vector, [S], and neighborhood components,

[N], kre defined in Table 5. The [S] components include dummy variables'

denoting such qualitative shortcomings as Major interior (INTDEFECT) and

exterior defects (=DEFECT), no hot and cold running water (NOH2O), and

no central heat (NOHEAT). Other structural control variables were numbe

of rooms (ROOMS), bathrooms (BATHS), decadal age '(AGEUNIT), and the exis-

tence of central air conditioning (AIRCOND). For renters, two d

variables denoted if furnishings (FURNISH) or utilities (UTIL) were included

in the monthly rent, as well as the structure type occupied: single family

'detached (SINGLFAM), duplex (DUPLEX), rowhouse (ROWHOUSE), garden apartment

building (GARDEN), or apartment in converted single family structure

(APTSINGL). For owner occupants the existence of multiple units in the

ructure was denoted by 00MUS, and the area of the yard in thousands of

square feet as PARCEL.

The socio-economic status the "neighborhood" surrounding the given

structure (i e. census tract in St. Louis, and "neighborhood" in Wooster)

modelled by the mean income -of households (MNINCOMF) measu in

thousands of dollars and the percentage of low income households, using



TABLE 5

Formal Variable Definitions

Variable Definition

INTDEFECT
EXTDEFECT
NOH20
NOHEAT
ROOMS
BATHS
AGEUNIT
AIRCOND
FURNISH
UIL
SINGLFAM
DUPLEX
ROFHOUSE
GARDEN
APTSINGL '

00MUS
MNINCONE
PERPOOR
FERSTABLE
DENSITY
PERDILAY

, TX-Y
PBX-Y

WBORDER

FRINGE

PBFRINGE

PERBLACK
CENTRAL

SEGFBLK

SEGRECAT

1 if wells and/or ceiling in poor condition, 0 otherwise
1 if roof, windows, steps and/or paint in poor conditiOn,0 °the
1 if no hot and cold running water, 0 otherwise
1 if no central heat, 0 otherwise
number of rooms (excluding bathrooms) in dwelling un
number of bathrooms in dwelling unit
age of structure, in decades
1 if dwelling has central air conditioning, 0 otherwise
1 if furniture ingluded in monthly contract,rent, 0 otherwise
1 if utilities included in Monthly contract rent, 0 otherwise
1 if dwelling in single family detached'structure, 0 otherwise
1 if dwelling in dUplex structure, 0 Otherwise
1 if dwelling in rowhouse structure, 0 other6ise
1 if dwelling in garden apartment structure, 0 otherwise
1 if dwelling in apartment in converted single family structure,
0 otherwise
1 if owner resides in multiple unit structure, 0 otherwise
mean income of households in "neighborhood"*, in $1,000
percentage of low income** households in neighborhood
percentage of households living in current it 5 years or more
population per acre*** in neighborhood
percentage of dilapidated structures in neighborhood
1 if neighborhood has % black ranging from X to Y, 0 otherwise
actual percentage black in peighborhood if neighborhood has %
black ranging from A. to Y, 0 otherwise
1 if neighborhood has under 1% black and is located adjacent
to 70%+ black neighborhood in St. Louis, or to central integrated
(1-16% black) neighborhood in Wooster, 0 otherwise
1 if neighborhood has 10-20% black and is at least 4 miles from
the ghetto in St. Louis, or is 4-6% and on fringe of city in
Wooster, 0 otherwise
actual percentage black if neighborhood defined as FRINGE ,.0
otherwise
actual percentage black in neighborhood
1 if neighborhood has 1-16% black and located in south-dellt
section of Wooster, 0 otherwise
percentage black in neighborhood if respondent avowed segregationist,
0 otherwise
1 if respondent avowed segregationist and lived in neighborhood
with some blacks, 0 otherwise

*"neighborhood" defined as Census tract in St. L is, and as Wooster Planning

Department "study area" of approximately_00,popu.:ation in Wooster.

**"low income" defined as household earning under $3000 ($5000) in St. Louis (Wooster),

***density estimated in St. Louis on-basis of distance of dwelling from CBD4, in
Wooster on basis of direct sampling and area maps.

u2



$3,000 ($5,00) income cutoffs for St. Louis

importance T f "&e ghborhbod 'status has often. been stressed (cf. Abrams 1955;

Art, 1971). Neighborhood stability is proxled for by th'e

',(PERPOOR). The

Smith, 1970;

percentage of households living in their current dwelling more than 5 years

(PERSTABLE). Quality, of public services provided in the neighborhood

(SERVICES) is measured by.an index of the average household response to

series of questions concerning their "satisfaction" with specific public

services like police, fires schools,

status, the significance of public services for housing prices is well

a

transit, and garbage collection. Like

established (cf. Schermer

Wolf and Lebeaux,' 069).

percentage ,of dilapidated

of neighborhood contra

from th

and Levin, 1968; Billingsley, 1968; Mack, 1968;

Finally, *a population peracre (DENSITY) and

structUreSJPERDILAP) complete the specification

1 variables. Since these variables were derived

least three bservations.weresample itself, onlylareas having at

used for analysis.

While both the [S] and [N] vectors described above were used identically

for both St. Louis and Wooster samples, the radical differences in the racial

dynamics of their housing markets warrant distinctive' specifiCations of the

[R] vector. Tnese will be given detailed consideration below

The estimated racial composition for census tracts in the city and

county of St. Louis in 1967 is graphically represented in Figure.9.

proportions of blacks in a tract were estimated d on the race of ;the.

households actually inte- iewed, supplemented by interpolations of 1960

and 1970 census data to check reasonableness of estimate. Only tracts

with at least three observations were analyzed. As can be'_een from the

data, St. Louis, is characterized by typical, central city ghetto, with

"transitional" (temporarily integiated) tracts bordering it anc$a few
r.,

&nor
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f black households scattered at various parts of the suburban frin6.

e difficulty in econometrically specifying this situation revolves

ar:ound.4isentangling the dual effects of race: as a neighborhood amenity and

indiCator of a particular type of housing submarket. As-Yinger (1975A

.early shown, the overall level.of 211ml within

weer groups of neighborhoods is determined by its (their.) submarket

a neighborhood (ar-,,,

ifitation, while within given submarket classifida Ion -ariationa in

prices due to variations in racial composition are indidative of tastes' for

racial composition as an amenity. For instance, simply comparing overall

price levels for comparable white occupied structures in,all-white subu

:

neighborhodds to those in, say, dntegrated city neighborhoods wkere racial

pomposition'varies from 25-70% black (as done by king' and $iekoWSki (1973))

obscures the dual "role of 'race.. What one needs to realize, is that wh

overall prices may be higher in the latter Sub rket nt-up demaid by

blacksdue.-to their exclusion from white. areas' forces up price4 o

an indication of white preferences for such an area.. This

..

canaspect of race as an amenity can only be obsery

,. -'

nite housing prices between the 25% and 70% Clack areas within the

1

-by_domparing variations

,.titegrated submarket.

th this' in 'mind, six distinct housing submarketa_a .priori may' be

disAinguished intne t. Louis metropolitan area., Black,gnetto Areas

(T 70-100 tracts With over70%nlaCic-nousehoids) and,integrateAareas

(T 26-70 tracts 26,70% black) conform to.wnat is generally vieweas

he "black submarket" (c 1(ain and Quigley,.: 1970; Daniels 1975; ginger,

1975) whose price levels (for both race6) -should generally be above that

in all-white areas due to the-aforementioned exdlusiOneffect. Areas

which have been "penetrated" bY a feW blacks (T 10 -25.r tractd10-25%.
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might well demonstrate aaiguous overall

es may -fear racial. transition and reduce their demands,

incomiAg blacks' demand may be offsetting this effect. White border areas

(1443ORDER at-tracts under 1% black adjacent. to tracts over 70% leck) should
r

manifest lower white OiceS than whit areas farther fikm the ghetto if

whites there foresee imminent
a 0

acial transition_ and:- fear _his eventuality.

a general deacription of,neighborhOoda undergoing racial transition in

`St. Louis in the late 196G s see Sutker and Sake (1974) - Suburban areas

with nontrivial amounts of r4ijal mixing (FRINGE suburban St. Louis tra ts

with10-Mblack and at least 4:miles crom the ghetto) should exhibit the

effects of race as an amenity, since theyare, by definition, spatially far

removed fram the.ghetto,-,Finally, all-white areas are those-tracts with

under 1% blacitia' both the city and county which serve as the teference_price

level for i11th e above submarkets. Within each one of these submarkets

(where appropriate) an additional variable, the percentage' black in the

submarket-(PB ), will be employed to determihe the value of radial

composAtion as an amenity. Of curse, separate estimates will be conducted

for whites d blaeke. -Frequencies of observations in these various racial

submdtkets Are fo

in Wooster the dale segregation pattern is quite different from St.

Louis (sgeFigure 10): While most blacks live inv t`he south-central, older

sections oethe city surfounding the central businesa district, the don-

cantrationstare low by Ag-City st.n ands Xthe highest being 16% hIack),

ore is no illearly-defified "black etto" which has historically en-

crached,45n formerly all-white neighborhoods. There are also representations

of blacks in the newer, middle class neighborhOiids on the far north and south

fringes of the city. In sum, Wooster has a stable and relatively =con-

centrated bleak population.



Frequencies of Observations by Neighborhood

Bid&
Racial
Composition

10%
WBORDER
NONBORDER
FRINGE

1025%
CENTRAL
FRINGE

25-50%

50 -70 %

70: 90%

90%+

TOTAL,'

St, -Louis Whites St. Lou

Renter et,

Wooster Whites
.er . Renter

to. +

if

222
11

211

253
74

1179

16 30
8 26
8 4

6 22

3 3

2 0

252 310

3

1

3

11 35

53 204 (- _

72 264 567

34 256
111
383 . 194
40

0

305
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G van:this situation, the problem of econometric specification is

lified, since racial composition only playa one role in Wooster--ame

the use of a simple dummy variable denoting the presence of (I-I6%)

37

blaCks in a heighbOrhood T1-16) a continuous measure of racial composi-

tion (PERBLACK). should suffice to give unambiguous evidence of Wooste

whites'. preferences for racial:composition.

IV. D. Summary

The empirical-model described above prdVides a significant advance

over the previous research in the area :f.prefetences for neighborhood

racial composition. The existing lack of neighborhood control variables

especially those involving socioeconomic.status density, ,and stability

will be overcome through the use of the two robust databases described

above. The current methodological and specification problems will-be

avoided by the racial stratification of samples.' Finally, the subtleties

of white racial preferences will be further explored through the compari7

son of behaviors in different housing submarket Contexts.



V.A,St. Louie Resultd for Blacks

Coefficients for non-racial control variables for St. Louis blacks may
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found in Table 7. Most were statistically significant and all significant

coefficients had the expected sign, except PERSTABLE. The negative sign

--

suggests that PERSTABLE is-proxying for a dynamic, market-related phenomenon

instead of amenity - -that area of more recent black occupation detonstrate

higher prices in the black submarket since owners have a more current (in-

flated) estimate of actual housing value and renters have not been taking

advantage of long-term leases with rents fixed at a lower level at some

earlier time.

_Of_ more. interest for the research at hand are coefficients for black

racial variables, found in Table 8. As reported above in section III. A.,

previoui public opinion polls would lead one to expect that, controlling.._- -,

for housing and neighborhood quality, blacks would negatively value other

blacks in the neighborhood. With this in mind, a dummy variablespecifying

p
black price levels in neighborhoods with signifcant numbers of whites (either

0-70% black, TO-70, or 0 -30% black, TO-50, depending on the_ pecification)

was specified with ghetto areas (71% black) becoming the reference category.

(The small number black obeervations outside the ghettb makes any finer

breakdown of submar ets risky, although experiments along this vein did

not re'eal any significant variations within the broader categories noted
0 --

above.) Assuming that the effect of blacks in the neighborhood would have

a similar effect on other, blacks,. regardless Of the submarket involved,

single variable measuring the percentage of blacks in the tract (PERBLACK)
=

was, utilized. This proved,' however, statistically insignifiCant so separate

_variables measuring racial compositio i ithin each of the categories

tt
QJ



Co ciente (Standard E

Variable

INTDEFECT

White Owner

-1282.4
(1328.8)

(643.5) a

5275.1
(2322.4)
1465.7
(2061.7)
1194.5
(234.9)a
1504.1
728.7)1

NOH2d

NOHEAT

ROOMS

BATHS

AGEUNIT

AIRCOND

PARCEL

TABLE 7.

ora),foriCont-ol!Vari -les--St Louis Sample

White Renter Black Owner Black Renter

-1182.3
(177.4)a
1266.4
(600.0)15'

437.8
83.0)a

UTIL

SINGLFAM

DUPLEX

ROWHOUSE

GARDEN

APTSINGL

0OMUS

NNINC0

PERPOOR

PER8TABLE

DENSITY

PERDILAT

SERVICES

CONSTANT

R2

- 4.90

(2.61)

(2.78)

- 8.12.

6.61)

- 6.09 1669.7 -7.49
(2.82)1 (1522.9) (2.01

7.30 491.3 4.92
(1.08)a (243.9)b (.58)a
10.52 -720.7 1.17

4.80 b 813.5 2.94
-6.40 -974. -1.65
(.70)a
5.74 (3803:::)

(.53)8

2.50
(2.31)a (771.6) (1.97)

739.2
210.6

. 68

2.75

9:473)

16.48

- 1155.6 -.47

(856.6) (1.52)

(1017.7) (2.73)

3686.7 -7.38
1837.8 2.20

835.8
1723.2
418.9
(154.4)a
2989.7
2443.6)
2662,5

(1478.5)c
108.1
(50.9)b
-86.2
(341.3)c
-22.1
(50.3)

3285.9
(214°4.3)

2521'

.64

(6.36)a
9.32
(6.57)

2.56
(4.84)
7.88

(7.33)
1053.7
1011.3

. 35 808.9 .49

(.92) (581.4) (.64)
- 2.83 4210.6 -5.00
(11.15) (4098.9) (5.82)

. 70 -5352.6 -12.96

(7.13 2625.9 4.58)a

1.03 -3655;842) -.23

-.24 -.33
(.16) (.12)a

(.49)b (92.3)a (.13)c

.17 -20.8 .02
(.26) (83.1) (.13)

59.05 24621.1 73.04

(11.67)a 10450.4)b (15.55)a
310

.70

10.48
(252)a
3.43
(1.53)

b

- 1.24

(3.66)
1.99
(6.46)

- 4.01

(2.99)

-.45
(2.27)

- 3.67

(3.56)

72 264

.71 .73

a b,c sl ti icant at 1%, 5%, 10% levels, respectively



TABLE 8

Coefficients (Standard Errors Racial. Variables--St. Louis Blacks

Regresssidn Variables

PERBLACK TO-70 TO-50 PB0-70 PB71-100 PB0-50 FE517100

28.7 1410.3

(3375.7)

RENTER

OWNER

RENTER

(13.9)

=

-16485.0
(5228.5)a

5.75

(14.27)

127.9 b -157.0

(57.2) (75.3)

-.13 .09

(.16) (.13

=

-112.9
(43.7)

-;08

(.32) (.11)

statistically significant at 1 %, 5 %, 10% levels, respectively.
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defined (1)001 d.FT171-100 or PB51 -100) were tested. For owners,

these new liaiOna2ShoWati that blacks were averse to increases n the.

percentage 0 1AC_ their. neighborhood (between $40-160 or .9-1.4%

decrement in 170.441 Al-pArgent of black increase) if _those neighborhoods were

already predcbihint 'Keck as is' onventionally believed. On the other'

hand, in areas;wh_ 1

was positive valued* (at

did not predominate the presence of other blacks

125 -$170 in absolute value of1.06-1.44% of mean

value for eath:,1 increase in the percentage of b

suggest thnt,blis,- while averse'to largely black neighborhoods (perhaps

ack).. What this finding

,due to thett=1OWer arts), are equallaverse to large y white neighbbrhoods

,,,
(perhaps biCatisethey'feel threatened, isolated, etc. A visual,representa-::

ion: of
--

eatimated_value of theeverage black owner occupied home in

various suhmarkers is given inTiture-11. This shows that, ceteris paribus,

the 'highest'hoe, prices estimated by black 'are. in neighborhoods with 50-70%

_0.

black.oceupancy,

These: findings are consist=

blaCkS:,

h the_hypotheSes that, in general,

eel insecure, threatened,
ominantly white areas.

intimidated hy living in pre-
-_

feel daolated from kinshi0J ricndship tiea,andthecultural
milieu of black areas when ey live in Predominantly-white

.'areas

value racial integration-as
ority or on "approximate p

dislike increasing black proportionS-oncee hlark-
is-achieved since it-represents lower stat4-sand/tir
specified other neighborhooclills.

findings strongly confirm existing public opinion "poll,Sy5rVeks

blacks (cf. Pettigrew, 1973; Schuman and Hatchett, 1974) !Indicating

preferences fo "mixed" or "half black and half Whitentighborhooda
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relative to "mostly blaa' "mostly white" one One must remember, of.
,

course, that the,results indicate overall' patterns and does not presuppose

that all in a group share these attitudes (cf. Hawley and Rock, 1973).',

V. B. St. Louis Results or Whites

Coefficients for control variables for whites are found in Table

40

with virtually all significant variables

racial vaffables are presented in Table

cted sign. Results for

The upper panel of Table 9 show -esults using just dummy variables

denoting the various submarkets examined in Ch. IV. C. (all-white nonborder

areas is reference category), in the style of the specification tested by

King and Mieszkowaki (1973) and Ylpget (1975); noted above, thqse

dummies without composition a nity:Vatiables provide'

ambiguous results except fcit' bmarkets: FRINGE and WBORDER:', Since

FRINGET'a ea's'overall price level-should-not.be affected by white: fears o

or black submarket demand stimuli,, a negative coefficientvo'

or blacks. Since the WBORDER areas-unambiguously indicate a white distant

have no blacks actually in residence, tice level could only be affected

by white feats of anticipated racial transition. In any event, for neither

white tenure were the coeffic ents of these variables statistically sig-

nificant.

More appropriate model specifications with both. dummy and' raci

tompos4ion variables are presented in the lower panels of Table

areas where

sizeable,:blac demand pressures were present. (tracts over 26%+ black,

T26100) had higher values or rents than white areas, consistent with

the exclusion argument made earlier. Coefficients for FRINGE and

both tenures the submarket dummy variables indicated tha



Coefficients (Stan rd Err

FRINGE WBORDER

OWNER 854.6 -407.4

(1620.7) (1533.3).

TER 4.99 1.55

(9.81) (2.85

-
Re`ttr6Oion

or Racial Vari les--St. Louis Whites

Variables

10 -25 T26 -50 T51-70 T71-90 T91 -100

1124.4 -356.7
(1790,9) (2066.7)

14.'66 11.16 ,

(4.16)a (4.72

-401.6 3979..3 4597.2

(2688.6) '(2662.8) (3310.7)

6.63
3.78) (10.46

8.70

Variables

T10L25 T26100' PBDRIN GE PB10-25 PB2

R 1156.3 28971..7 49.9'

(0065,1)(15017.2)' (137.7)

RENTER 13.53 95.91

PB71-100

3.6 -748.3- 297.0

(430.4) (382.2)P;;; (13L7)0 (09.4)c

00 .05

(13.74) (32.80)a (.78) v. (.73)

L

FRINGE T10-25 T26-100

OWNER 1173.5 2017.4 28631.0

(5037.4)(5784.2) (15063.7)'

Variables

PB0-25

RENTER. 4.91 14.55 95.00

(13.51) (13.67) (32.80)a

a

-59.8
(408.7)

.01 :

(.73)

- 2.52
(.96)a

-1.65 .99

(.57) .39)12

PB264,30 PB51-70 PP71=100

-738J-9 , -453.4 *-293.0

(383.6)6 (238.5.)u (179.9)R

tatistically significant at 1%,

1.63 .98

(.57)a (.39)a

levels, iespect vely.



etrated"110-25' eub markets weitiSta Sti bally insignificant.

Results forracial composi on variables were particularly

Neither measure of black percentagts in fringe (FBFRINGE) Or "penetra

a combined liAtsure FBO -25) were statistically signifid

Once the Proportion of blacks i

crease:4

-exceeded 25%- howeverAfurther- in-

and' rents for whites. For bothghifidintly reducedb

tenures this degrement w g

26-56%' black neighborhOOda:.:io

changes in compositibn within.: the

in such areas there_ a a $74 7,50.
- _

f
(4.544.6l% uf mean white Value) drop in estimated value..per .increase in

2,50/month (3.6Zt. of

d 71-100%. black

blacks while for renters the, comparable decrement_was

me 'Mite ript). For both-white. tenutses eas 5140%

hi ier blaCk proportions wee statistically-significantly 'correlated with

lower hodsing prices, though the absolute magnitude of these decrements

progreasAivtly decreased with the proportion blpck. A visual representation

of;variatiOns in the mean white value and rent across various submarkets is

presented,in Figure 12. .

/The interp etatioA o _hese results is as follows: The insignificance

coefficients for the dummy submarket variables FRINGE, WBORDER and T10-25

and the, racial composition loriablesPBFRINGE and PB107-26 are consistent with

the following hypotheses that St. Louis whites, in general:

are not averse to living in white neighborhoods adjacent to
ghetto (70%-1- black) ares.:

are not averse to having, small proportions (
blacks live in their neighborhood,'whether i
to the ghetto or in the Suburbs.

der 25%) of
be adjacent

are averse-to having small proportions of blacks live in
theii immediate neighborhood, but.the use of tract data
obscures this relationship at low black proportions since
it fails to capture true racial composition of more mica-
neighborhoods.

ioi





The finding that coefficients.for racialcomposition variables

nificantly negative when percentage black exceeds 25% (especially the

magnitude of the-l!B26-50 coefficient) .is .c with-the hypotheses than

St 1,ouis.whites, in general; are averse tojiaving more than
25% idacks'inthair neighborhood, and ara particularly so to
increments in-black perc41xage in the. 26-50% range-when such'
increme#s suggest a"threse that the neighborhood
and eventually become Majority black.n Once realized, this'
-situation is' relatively less a tgonerouthan what was fearech'.

many, prejudiced whites have already fled 50%+ black areas;,
whence the remaining sampled'white populltion is relatively,
less prtratted"than thaf sampled in the 2650% areas

T26-100 'recon obvioubly, the widely accepted proposition

iminatory restrictions. on black housing choiceso(t.e. etOlue10n)

force-up prices for all

Quigley,41976 King

aces in black housing submarkets (c-, - Kain and

sd Mieszkowski, 1973, Yinger, 1975;Galster, 1977),

The "threat element"of-racial transition suggested bythe results is;

ent wide range of studies which, have strebed the importances"
.

-

this. aspect of racial housing markets (cf.-Abrams, 1955;.McE -4-, 1960;

Blalock, 1967; Millen, 1973).

V. C. Wooster Results for Whites

The estimated coeffic enis for racial variables (nonracial control

variables) in. the Wooster sample are piresented in- T le 11A10). 'Continuous

meagA;qe. variations in the- percentage' of blacks across neighksrhoods

(PERBLACK) failed to have a statistically sfinifiant

white owners' estimated values, renters' isOontinuous (dumMy

s did, 'however prove, significant; -The-eistence:of

ct'ori etther

variable) leas ixe

any blacks in`' the

the 6% .(7%) level

neighborhood (T1-16) was

,

- "-
count off` 0,9S1)for owners (renters) and

or 5.9% of the mean wh value 010.22 Or



TABLE 10

Coefficients (Standard Errors) Control Variables--Wnpater Sample (Whites Only)

Variable.

INTDEFECT

EXTWECT

NORM

NOHEAT

ROOD

BATHS

AGEUNIT

AIRCOND

PARCEL':

FURNISH

UTIL

SINGLFAM

DUPLEX

ROWHOUSE

GARDEN

APTSINGL

00MUS

MNINCOME

PERPOOR

PERSTABLE,

DENSITY

PERDILAT

SERVICES

CONSTANT

N
R2

Coiner

-20.71 -8427.2
(7.91)a X4615-.1
5.85 -2917.3

,(6.51) (2239.G
58.61
(24.4)

b

-18.87 -11297.7

(8.89)° (2920.8)
a

9.16 2320.0

(1. 78) (351.6)a
22.77 7729.9

(7..85)a (907.9)a
-2.89 -349.2
(1.05) (239.6)

14.75 823.6
(5.05)a (921'.4)

465.7
(60.5)a

-4.22
(8.30)
10.56
(4. 71)b

-9.20
(8.77)

1.29
(10.60)
-26.92

(9.55)a
-4.59
(10.10)
-2.27
(8.59)

.87

5634.9
(2235.0)a

747.9

(.88) (133.5)a
-.79 11.1

(.36) (68.0)
-.28 -92.4
(.19) (39.2)
-.64 -136.5
(.35)c (88.5)

1.62 102.8

(.58)a -(109.1)

31.81 3364.3

(7.92)a (1234.8)a
-418.58 -53209.1
(129.15)a (21014.9)a
305 567

.56 .65

tally significant at 1%, 5%, 10% levels, respectively



TAIL 1/

Co ffiaionts (Standard Errors) foi

:.Regression

RENTER

vial Variables--Wooster (Whitesi)

122E12.bjes

PERBLACK T1-16 AtINGE

.55

(.63)

OWNER 252.2 - 3355.9.
(200.8) (15I4.5)b

NTER

/ OWNER

RENTER

OWNER

RENTER

.24 11.61
(.80) (7.360

.-1980.2

(1075.4)

10.22

(5.72)c'

BORDER

=

0

-4037.0
(21394)b

12.55
(13.48)

-2306.0
(1351.6)c

14.32 _

(6.69)b

-2036,72

(1476.2)

4.27
(7.48)

.,=stati ically significant at 1%, 5%, 10% levels, respectively.

71



fin surprisl,pg, given the aforementioned- insignificance of low con-

Louis sample. Since the weighted average4Ventrations o blACks if the

black composition in TI-16 is 5%, the abovq percentage discounts are of

Order of magnitude to those in 50 %+ areas in St. Louis (comparing

43

5% -black difference), although lower than those in 26%-50% areas.

_her explorations were conducted -in order to better understand this

Three dummy variables e specified to capture)effects of_location

in `ol r, South-central neighborhoods having black proPortions of .1-167,

(CENTRAL)- newer neighborhoods on the northeast fringe4pf toWn having blacks

proportions of 4-6% (FRINGE),, and all-white neighborhoods bordering on the

4 A

,south- central mixed neighborhoods (WBORDER). Casual empiricism suggestS

that there is afdistinct stigma attached to living in tie south- central

0 V k V.
areasJn Wooster which maTnor be completely captured by the neighborhood,

4

control variables employed. The separation of the south-central from

ffr

uIspeps edt mixed area was ailiz9d to test whether such suspected stigma
10

is assoited with rate. Results in Table 11 show that it is, at leastResults

for ox ners.,c Even ire the newer, sblidly- middle class frtnge neighb rhood%
41

Ci
, it

14hite owneFs itplicitly viewed the existence of blacks ill their neighborL
u

hoq# as decreasinetheir property value by over $4000.:compared to omparibie,-

-,s
I'l

ill- white nhghborhoods. In tls specification both tenures continued to

an aversion to the central mixed neighborhoods, and neither tenure had

a statistically significant aversion to white border areas.

Thpsefindings are consistent.- th the` following'hyotheses that, in

enerar, Wooster whites:
4.

a. are personally avgrseto the presen blackaiin their

"neighborliood.

b. are not personally a xse,to bla ne4hbor but feel that
their pres_ence reduces, the status, dea#abiii y.o the

neighborhood in the view,,of of ers.

4 $
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c. pirceive even a small. percentage of black neighbors as a:
"threat" whi6 incites fear of racial transition.

-0,

In 'ligh -f the nature of the Wooster housing market, hypothesis c.

seems unlikely. This doubt is bolstered by additional evidence on white

perceptions of neighborhood stability gathered from the survey. As shown

in Table 12', only very few whites perceive any significant past or future

neighbprhood changes, especially due to race. Thus, the stronge con-

elusion that one can make is that in Wooster whites are averse to even

small numbers of blacks in their neighborhood, due either to a personal

diAtiste for pr-omate blacks or perceptions of lost neighborhood status.

Unfprtunately, e cannot distinguish between these two subtleties. Both

the significance of lost atus (cf. Abrams, 1955; Mayer, 1960; McEntire,

1960; Millen, 1973) and dislike of racial contact blacks (cf. Mayer, 1960;

Northwood and Barth, 1965; Millen, 1973) have been cited in earlier studies

although they can be encompassed hereafter by the term "prejudice."

Refe g back to earlier results for St. Louis, the Wooster findings

help to distingUish between cp,mpeting hypotheses b. an c. (assuming that

sampled whites in both cities at both time didnot differ markedly in

their prejudices and their preferences for racial mposition). The strong

Wooster result that whites were averse to even small percentages of blacks

in their immediate neighborhood (temember: in Wooster the "neighborhood"

_consists only of_about 800 population in a several,square block area)

suggests that the failure to find a similar result in St. LoulS was more

the failure of the aggregate nature of tract racial compositions (hypothesis

-c.) than the lack of prejudice (hypothesis b.).



E 12

Perceptions of Neighborhood Stability--Wooster (Whites)

Question

Have there been any major changes in the
racial/ethnic Composition of the neighbor-
hood in the last five years?

Do you expect any changes io the racial/
ethnic composition of the neighborhood
in the next one-two years?

Do you expect property values to fall
in the future (for whatever reason)?

% Respondents'

Yes No

.6% 99.4%

.5% 99.5%

5.9% 94.1%
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V. b. Summary

For blacks in St. Louis, regressions indicated that sweeping generaliza-

tionsabout their willingness to integrate must be avoided. While black

owners did shoW aversion to proportionately blacker tracts in areas where

they were already the majority, the exact opposite was true for black owners

in predominantely white areas, with the average decrement or increment both

fling about 1% per change in black percentage.

For whites in St. Louis, the results showed that there was no aversion

to tracts having 10-25% black composition (either bordering the ghetto or in

the far suburbs), or to white tracts adjacent to the ghetto. Otrerail price

levels for whites (and blacks) were higher in black submarket areas, rein-

forcing other studies' findings df discrimination and exclusion. Within

the black submarket, whites of both anures 'demonstrated strong aversions

to tracts with proportionately higher black concentrations, with discounts

ranging progressively from 3.5-4.5% in 2(5-50% black tracts to 1.5-2% in 70%

black tracts per percentage increase.in blacks. The especially large magni-

tude of the diScount in 25-50% black tracts indicates that fear of imminent

4

";tipping" and racial transition plays a major role in white distaste for

integrated tracts. Continued discounts for further growth in black pro-

.

por_ione,in areas which have clearly "tipped" suggest a white, distaste for

blacks per se, or -air averaion to blacks' increasing majority status.

_

For whires ieWooster, the estimates showed that,, while unaffected

by variations in bladk pertentages Within marginally integrated areas (1-16%

4

black),`` hire housing prices Were lowered on the average,'by 6-9% by the

presence of (5% on average) blacks in the immediate neighborhood. This

kdiscount w.a g)comparable to the discount due to. a 5% increment it percentage

black in St Louis 50%+ black tracts' For owners this discount persisted

in both older, lower clas -centrl neighborhoods and newer,- middle
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class, fringe nei hborhiods. These Wooster results demonstrate that it is

not merely the fear of "tipping" which causes white aversion to integrated

areas, but also prejudice against blacks. Given this, the aforementioned

lack of signginance: f:.racial composition in 107-25% black tracts in St.

Louis was p ollably due to the fact

aggregate tract data are, unlikely. to accurately refleCt-the true racial

that,_ low black concentrations,

the micro-neighPorhood in hinh.whl_tere

sampled. Clearly, .then; 'tie significance of prsd,

segregation preference is paramount, Vie= next chapt intends to .in-

wally

rating wh

vestigate x.:Thether the 'implicit prejudice undoVered by the fOrego

econohetriF analyses = of housing priceS is related to explicitly express

preferences for neighborhood racial.coMptisitio*.



lic White

ous chapters we have indir

ces of whites through statist

we move to a more direct analysis by c

quettion regarding white segregation

Wooster interviews the question was a

neighborhoods to have people of mos

doesn ieimatt__?" Of the sample

sampled) responded "good if same r

' be referred to as "segregationist

eferences
,,

'rived the implicit segregation
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Ito determine whether there

lysis of hobsing prices. Here

ration of

exencs

espOnses to an explicit

During the course of the-

"Do you think =, °it's better for

same race, a mix of races, or

ers and 52 rehters (19.7% of total

ese re f er ee will hereafter

ofthiS chapter is first

expressed segregationist attitudes.

een these explicitly-

segregationist attitudes

deriVed from the ,conometric'.- alys

everai Specifications ere used test whether` explicit and implicit

ifeated:phOugh housing udes aboUt segregation were re-

ed. The first two employe

-ked to those expressing .s

val4e)of ttn, percentage

variables Which were specifically

ionist preference*. HEGULK took the

the neighborhood if the respondent was a

segregationist and zero otherwise. One would expect; that higher percentages

",of blacks would generat onger aversion by, segregationists than non--
.

.segtegations if ex-plicitly expressed responses srefle.cted true prejudices.

h more significantly negative coefficient

fined *acts ofTboth:groupe. In a similar vein,

ce, SECPBLK Should have

thap PERBLACK, which c(

--GAT was a able denoting the respondent was a segregationist

id, also was Hying in a neighbokhood with at least 1% blacks, whence a

negative coefficient should be expected if expliditand implicit attitudes
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are closely related. As can be seen from the top panel in Table 13, coefficients

for both variables in both tenures in Wooster were statistically insignificant

id tending-toward the positive.

In order to further explore these unexpected results, the model specifi

cations:presented in Table 12 were rd-estimated :for tenure samples bifurcated

according to whether respondents were segregationists or not. One would

predict a priori that the segregationist stratum would evidence more statis-

tically significant coefficients of a larger negative magnitude for racial

variables' than the ,non-segregationist stratum. The bottom panel of Table 13

shows that generally such was the case (although in specification IV segrega-

tionist owners preferred white border areas vs white non-border ones while

non-segregationists were averse to,such areas). Table-14 shows (bottom-panel)

that the overall explanatory power of regressions run for the two subsamples

do not differ by a statistically significant amount when the "Chow test"

(cf. Johnston, 1963) is applied. Such does not indicate, however, that

.individual coefficientS need necessarily to be the. same in both strata.

A statistical comparison of individual racial coefficients for both

strata is presented in the upper panel df Table '14. Except for the one

anomalous finding in owner specification IV, tests for'statistically sig-

nificant coefficient differences resulted in confidence intervals below

those conventionally accepted as minimal in empirical work. Although in

both specifications II and III coefficients had the relative magnitudes

and significance levels expected between the strata, the differences, could

not be judged statistically significant using conventional standards.-

In sum, the results suggest that there is only a marginal relation-

ship between the implicit segregationist attitudes manifested through

housing price variations and explicitly expressed segregationist attitudes.



TABLE 13

Coefficients Standard Errors) for Racial Variables -- Wooster Sample (Whites,)

Segregationist vs. Non-Segregationist Strata

OWNER RENTER OWNER

SE PBLK 320.9 1.66

(234.9) (1.15)

SEGREGAT 843.9,

(1402,3)

Tenure f Segregationist Stratum

sP!4fi- (N.126, owner, 52 renter)

cation PERBLACK T1-16 CENTRAL FRINGE

OWNER -109.6

(362.2)

I

RENTER - 1.54

(2.02)

OWNER 719.9. -9865.0

(467.0) (3645.8)a

II

RENTER :03 -22.67

(2.50) (21.35)

OWNER -6175.2

(2767.3)b

III

RENTER -22.51

(16.92)

=

RENTER

7.69

(6.60)

Non-Segregationist Stratum

(N441 owner, 253 renter)

PERBLACK T1=16 CENTRAL FRINGE WiORDER

-65.9 .
(158.7)

-.49

(.69

162.2 -2420.9

(226.9) (1723.0)

-.04 -6.62 =.6r M.

(.89) (8.20)

-1539.6 MWM MM. .

(1202.9)

==.

OWNER -2768.3 -9761.4 6507.2

(3392.4) (4498.9)b (3362 1

IV

RENTER

7(

-34.04 11.41 -23.03

(18.81 )c (35.36) (22.61

-6.82

(6:37)

-2900.0 - 3238.1 -3871.2 k

(1509.9)c (2524.2) (1684.4)"

-6.15 4.46 3.45

(7.71). (15.46) (8.39)

89



TABLE 14

Segregationist vs. Non - Segregationist Coefficient Comparisons

Racial
Variables
Compered'

(Spacification. 11)

Ti- 16-- owners

.(Specification III)

WM0Eowners
(Specification IV)

WBORDER-owners
(Specification IV)

CENTRAL--renters
(Specification rv)

S ectfi a _fon

III

IV

' 'Degrees of freedom

Minimum F for
5% Significance

Wooster Whites

Maximum Confidence Interval for Statistically
Si= ificant Difference in Coefficient

80%

50%

50%

95%

50%

F-test for Djfferences Between Re :cessions

Owner Renter

.56' 1.11

1.10

.75 1.09

1.19 1.04

16/535 22/261

1.67 1.59
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While those explicitly avowing segregaticinist preferences tended to evidence

larger'and more consistent decrements in property values due to thep esence

of blacks in the neighborhood than those who were explicitly non-segregationist

the differences were not statically significant.



VII.. Res6lts and Folic im.lication V

Chapter 1' ofthiwrepOrt presented the five hypotheses to be tested by.'

the research.;

summarized:

t the results f these tests can be briefly

1. S.t. Louis ,blacks- in general do have `an aversion to living in
neighborhood; where whitey are in the.reiatively large
majority than in ones'whereblacks .are a more sizeable minority.
They also have an..aversion to living in proportionately blacker
majority -black neigtiborhoods compared to those where whitee
represent a more sizeableminority'.

2. loth Wooster and St, Louis whites in genera -ado have an
aversion to ,living to neighborhoods with adke.preSent.

This white aversion is duet° both a fear of incipient
"tipping" of the neighborhood and to prejudice,against
blacks as individuals. Theformer'factor is evidenced by,
St. Loui whites-1 strongeStlaversiontojncreased.pror
pertions of blacks in neighborhoods bordering:the ghetto
which are already-2650% black coMpareltofother areas.-
The latter factor is evidencedby Wooster whites':
Aversion ro neighborhoods having even small percentages
of blacks which represent no "threat" of eventually
becoming a mority in the aria.

4. This white aversion' to' blacks is not rely the result
of associations of racial with lower housing.
quality, lower status., higher turnover, and higher
density -the influenceot all these other factore
on hone ces were controlled for in both Wooster
and St'. samples. Such associations on the part
of whi:- d only exacerbate their aversiqn to
racial Mixing, of course.,

There is only a weak correlation betweeridecrements in
Wooster white property values.dldie to racialmixingAnd
their e)cplicitly expreesed preferences for facial .composi-
tion. While those who express "segregationist",ideals do
demonstrate relatively stronger aversions to neighborhood
blacks than those who do not,, the differences. are Of ''only:

marginal statistical significance,

There are severgl implication of these findings for further research

in the are of segregation preferenc Initially, the necessity of em-

ploying a sPepification distinguishing housing submarket. and racial,



cts and racially7str ifying saMPlea or the .estimition

Chapters II and III, hat been verified. Much richness of

standing Sas been gained about white preferences for neighborhood racial

,compoaition, and results for blacks-have.yun dramatically counter to those

red.--A-second ox#an- lication..tor_reaea
AP

that public opinion surveys may not provide accurate indicators of whites'

4 d

trine racial prejudices. The weak correlation between explicitly-expressed

.1
segregationist preferences and those implicitly derived through cousin

price analyses suggest that the seeminglY-favorable trenda in

racial tolerance expressed by whites in-opinion surveyscf. rev_

-Pettigrew,- 1973 be interpreted with caution. Unwillingness of

whites to verbally indicate their displeasure with racial Integration

may be more due to the increased general social stigma attached to

segregationist ideals than.to,tyrue toterance.

The findings'alsa have strong bearing on the current public policy

debate over "integrationist" (goal of racial integration) vs. "freeddm of

Choice" (goal of n

the former scheme

in predomin;antly white

scrtmination) strategies. From a black perspective

unwarranted, given black aversion to "pioneering"

areas. ,On 'the other hand, black aversion to pre-
,

domlnantly.black.a.reassnggests black acceptance of policies fostering

stable neighborhoods with taughly'domparablelracial proportions= Similarly,

antld

-although in such a contingency one should not-expect blacks to disPe

scrimination ctions should be encouraged from a black Viewpoint;

a white perspective the findings have more sobering

The. 4,white aversion to neighborhoods p_
0 .

ill for the creatIon'of substantial



ted ne

acial

favored by blacks above. Trillat's

re sqvalched,

remains. The cut Preference, of
, .

(even w n n&I threat , f "tiPPIng

b

worse, even.if fears

naggiig problem' ,of white pre_ udice
gw,

e to Voluntarily: s -segregate

e------ -afiatedindependent-

white perceptions of nor- acialOnei

deb --

es that policies to "open

52

-perhaps-unfounded)---

_tOrhood proBlema aasoc red with

racial integration.

In sum, the empirical evidence reported bete songly support a

"freedom of choice" public policy approach. A vast didPersion of the

black population metropolitan areaa., not be expedted

from such- an approach even if successful., hewever, given if- ,,

, segregation.preferences and black dralike for prepond intly Whit
fiwvev

"Linder such conditions an "integraponist",policy can be

pected to fail due to opposition fr both aces.
*
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